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Synopsis
"Emanuel Xavier’s newest book radiates in diverse directions, back into a past of New York club kid glamour and violence, into a family history of lost connections, and into loves forfeited and found—all of which the poet illumines with steady-eyed honesty. Finally, as he confronts a health challenge to the very brain that is the root-place of these sharp and poignant poems, radiation becomes radiance, a hard-won inner light that lets us all see how 'splendid is our survival.'" -David Groff, author of Clay
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Customer Reviews
This little poetry book is radiant. There is fear and pain and sorrow and hope. There is wishing for life to have been different, and gratitude for what life has given. What else is there to say? This book of poetry contains the honest and beautiful heart of Emanuel Xavier... "one of the first openly gay Nuyorican poets, a long time gay rights activist, AIDS activist and homeless youth advocate." [quote pulled from author bio]This is a heart worth knowing.

As a poetry novice, I thoroughly enjoyed the stories told within these poems. Taken as a whole, the poems narrate the life, in vignettes, of a flawed but deeply sympathetic man who is rendered raw and vulnerable on the page. This man is presumably the poet himself, but it’s not necessary to attach a real face to the man whose life is depicted in the poems. The poems are memorable, the feelings they will evoke in you are real and complicated, and the journey it will take you on is
surprisingly large in scope. As a Queer Latinx, these poems resonated with me profoundly, but the authenticity of the experiences laid out on the page should ring true and appear unequivocally and universally human for any reader.

I cannot wait to receive my copy! I love all his work and like all his work, I know this collection will not disappoint! Anything Emanuel Xavier writes is worth the wait and certainly stays with you!

SHEER GENIUS!! Xavier is a master.
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